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Belgium

At Hosted Power, based in Belgium, we're specialized in Linux cloud services and extreme performance
distributed infrastructures. We use a completely worry free managed services approach so you never have
to worry about your cloud infrastructure: Our experts keep everything secure, up to date and under control!
Don't hesitate to contact us so we can find a solid and cost effective solution for any problems you might
be facing today!

IT3 Consultants is a one-man company based nearby Antwerp, that offers support and consulting around
Linux and Open Source software. They are one of the primary authors of Relax-and-Recover (ReaR), an
Open Source Linux Disaster Recovery software, which integrates fully with Bareos. IT3 deliver
workshops, subscriptions and support contracts around ReaR.

Brazil

M2 Networks, based in Brazil, has emerged from the need for companies to have IT services in a
personalized way and closer to the their reality. The company specializes in infrastructure and provides
services in information security, firewall, backup, and downtime prevention through the active monitoring
of critical network devices and services. Works with a wide variety of opensource solutions, which reduces
software licensing costs. In addition, they have partnerships with companies that complement their
solutions, making M2 Networks a flexible company prepared to provide solutions in several areas of
technology and services.

Bolivia

Cetus Group SRL is an IT integrator company in Bolivia with extensive experience in Linux services,
Open Source Solutions and the provision of enterprise hardware. They have several partnerships with
brands and companies outside of Bolivia, which has allowed them to constantly expand their range of
solutions for their customers and stay on top of technology.

Canada
Cartika

Cartika, based in Toronto, offers services ranging from pure IaaS cloud to fully managed Virtual or
Dedicated Servers since 1999. Andrew Rouchotas (CEO): “Utilizing Clusterlogics, a platform built on top
of the Bareos based backup solutions, Cartika is able to provide seamless backup and recovery self service
management to our customers. Bareos provides a stable, reliable and efficient backup and recovery
platform for practically any environment. Cartika also offers a Backup-as-a-Service (BaaS) platform, for
customers to backup any of their infrastructure, anywhere - either to their own storage devices or to the
cloud. All of these services are offered on top of the Bareos platform and backed by Bareos subscription
services.”

Denmark

Kracon ApS is based in Copenhagen and is a system integrator, offering support and consulting around
Linux and Open Source. Areas of work are: linux-servers, backup, networking and custom software
development.

France

Since 2002, Capensis supply durable and reliable solutions around the Linux and Open Source
technologies. Their commercial activity is focused on consulting, architecture design, integration, support
and formation. They also developed the first Open Source hypervisor, Canopsis. An Open Source project?
Contact them so they can find an effective solution tailored to your needs.

Germany

Dr. Rein backup & recovery help offers solutions and support for data backup and IT security based on
Open Source and Linux. This includes flexibly expandable entry-level packages, consulting services, an
individual concept (backup, archiving and disaster recovery), implementation using server hardware and
support over several months. In addition, backup & recovery help organizes further IT training courses in
the Innovationspark Berlin, e.g. on data backup and VPN.

Bender IT Systems – IT-Consulting in the Ruhr region
Run by Matthias Bender, who has more than 20 years of experience in the deployment, operation and
optimization of IT-infrastructures typical for SMEs. Working as an independent consultant since 2012, I
support my customers with the implementation and the structuring of IT-environments. I focus on the
operational safety and optimize the processes by means of automation-, monitoring- and role-based
administration solutions.
What I value about Bareos? As open source software, Bareos has a great range of features and offers a
multitude of interfaces for different software products. Thereby Bareos ensures reliable backups and
recoveries suitable for everyday use – even beyond different locations.

Compuwave GmbH is your professional partner for non-standard software distribution. With many years
of experience in the distribution environment, the company is a specialist in software procurement,
software sales and license consulting. The specialists at Compuwave know exactly what is important and
decisive for their partners. Reduce your IT costs with Compuwave and benefit from its flexibility and
speed as well as competent and personal support. Compuwave focuses on the D/A/CH area and the French
market. The company's extensive software portfolio includes products from more than 1000 software
manufacturers worldwide - naturally also non-standard software.

dass IT GmbH in Cologne was founded in 2004 by former senior consultants of Suse Linux AG. dass IT is
primarily a system integrator, offering support and consulting around Linux and Open Source.
As a long-standing Bacula partner dass IT used to build Bacula community packages and is now specialized
to help you migrate from Bacula or any other Backup tool to Bareos.

EDNT GmbH provides IT systems and services. Through its subsidiaries, EDNT offers internet service
provider solutions for location networking as well as regional and national internet connections.
Regionally, all industrial areas have already been connected with glass fibre. EDNT IT-services offer
classic IT services in Microsoft and Linux environments. By operating its own data centers, EDNT offers
its customers cloud computing, backup, telephony and infrastructure solutions.

Heinlein Support GmbH, based in Berlin, offers over 20 years of knowledge and
experience in Linux servers and e-mail services. Our customers can benefit
from the knowledge we impart during our Linux training courses at the Heinlein
Academy or during in-house training sessions. They can also take advantage of
our experience in personal consulting services, our attention to detail when
hosting customer data on our Linux servers, and our understanding of the Linux
operating system when using our appliance and software products.
In addition, Heinlein hosts the Mailserver Conference and the Secure Linux
Administration Conference. We have worked with thousands of customers from
reputable consumer goods companies, service and industry branches, as well as
the public sector place for years and they continue to place their trust in
us.

House of Tools GmbH is a dealer specialised on software tools for administrators and developers. Here
you will find a selected range of tools for administration, programming and documentation. House of
Tools offers a dedicated area on its website especially for Open Source solutions, in which you are
supported competently with the licensing and the completion of appropriate projects. In connection with
flexible and cross-platform data backup, House of Tools relies on Bareos.

Bareos Reseller HSC-Solutions was founded in 2006 and is based in Saxony. As an IT-System house HSC
is able to deliver everything from one source: IT-Solutions, IT-Service, IT-Consulting, media and
marketing.
By the utilization and developing individual solutions, HSC offers an optimum value to customers. ITConsulting in combination with professional hardware and software enables faster processes. In cases
where standard solutions come to their limits, e.g. enterprise resource planning, HSC is able to create
added value. This is conditioned by the use of custom made software solutions.

Kessler GmbH based in Raisting in the south of Munich assists as a IT system vendor companies, partners
and other service providers in all facets of information technology. Our concepts always focus on open
source solutions in terms of our customers, solutions that satisfy the whishes.
High availability and mulit-client capability in infrastructures, innovative virtualisation and container
techniques, important log and performance analysis paired with monitoring as well as highly automated
installations and configurations give us the opportunity to be your powerful partner for flexible and agile
IT.

The megasoft IT GmbH & Co. KG, based in Solingen, Germany, has supported large and medium-sized
companies as well as public authorities in the DACH region with the procurement and licensing of
individual software solutions for professional use in the business context for 30 years. Due to their longterm, closely meshed and certified partnerships with more than 900 international software manufacturers,
megasoft has accumulated a broad spectrum of knowledge in the IT sector and can therefore support
customers comprehensively and purposefully in the procurement process in the increasingly complex
market of software infrastructures.

NETWAYS GmbH based in Nuremberg, Bavaria has been supporting companies to manage complex IT
infrastructures for more than 15 years. Specializing in enterprise grade open source tools, NETWAYS
ensures the smooth operation of networks, servers and applications. Solutions include availability and
performance monitoring with Nagios and Icinga; service and configuration management; cluster and load
balancing systems for open source data centers as well as hosting and managed services. Above and
beyond, NETWAYS also organizes conferences and training courses on open source monitoring and data
center solutions.

P-i-U stands for processes of a company and specialises in medium-sized companies in order to provide
them with holistic, process-oriented support. In addition to ERP and individually programmed solutions in
this area, data backup is also one of the critical business processes in which P-i-U gladly supports its
customers. Linux, Windows or OS X are not the decisive question for the implementation, but which
platform fits best. With Bareos as a data protection solution, P-i-U can secure all these platforms and
concentrate on the essentials.

Ritter IT Consult is a neutral, independent consulting and IT company which offers services to small and
midsize businesses. As external consultants they support their customers with a wide variety of services
regarding the IT. Customers include companies from multiple sectors and fields. It is ric's claim, by
implementing practice-proven consulting services, to offer solutions that are economically viable. Ritter IT
Consult helps their customers to find and implement software that fits their customers needs. By this, ric
ensures stability and future reliablity.

SOS Software Service is your software distributor supplying system houses, resellers and software
integrators. For SOS Software, distribution does not only mean logistics and sales. Their "Value Add"
impresses with various components: SOS Software employees have a mission to provide customers with
the most fitting license at the best price. Individual payment terms and credit limits, framework
agreements and shortest delivery times speak for their individual offer for processing orders of any size.
Benefit from SOS Software's more than 30 years of experience in the market. As a value added
distributor, SOS Software Service acts as the personal interface between specialist dealers and

manufacturers.

Wolfram Schlich offers reliable IT full-service with more than 15 years of expertise in Linux, Windows
and IP networking as well as competent sales of high-quality ICT products of renowned technology
partners from the enterprise and SMB market.

Hungary

Indevox Ltd. has been working in the fields of in constructing, setting up and operating IT- and
telecommunication systems in Hungary since 2002. As security is especially important in these fields, a
few years ago Indevox has turned its attention to open source technology. Nowadays Indevox Ltd. is
dealing with the distribution and reselling of well-known open source products, satisfying the needs of
hundreds of costumers.

India

Computer Port IT Solutions based in Hyderabad is an IT Consulting company specializing in the
implementations of Virtualization solutions, Backup & Restore Solutions using Bareos, Implementation of
Private Clouds using Eucalyptus, OpenStack, CloudStack, Implementation of 2Factor Authentication
Solutions using Wikid Systems, Storage solutions using Open-e. Computer Port offers migration solutions
from Windows to Linux both at Desktop and Server level, implements VDI Solutions and offers Mail
Archiving and corporate mailing solutions

Italy

Modula Informatica Srl is an ICT Company, based in Tuscany (Italy), that offers more than 25 years of
expertise in almost all ICT fields.
Our proposal includes pre-sales and financial services, hardware and software provisioning, network and
informatics infrastructure management. We offer ICT solutions and services well suited for Building
Companies, Mechanical Industries, Architectural and Engineering Firms and Local and Regional
Government. Our ICT solutions are the state of the art for security, speed and stability as well as the best
options for Bim-Cad-Cae environments and Concurrent Geographically Distribuited Design Systems.
Among our solutions is Debian Pure Blend "24/7 Universal Server(R)" a Linux-based System for all
requirements of small-to-medium sized enterprise.

Bareos is the backup software solution we have selected to improve quality, integrity and consistency of
our customer's information system.

Malaysia

Dataflec Sdn Bhd has been in the Malaysian IT Market for over 10 years. They are a system integrator full
expertise in Linux, Windows, IP networking, Storage/Backup and also Software/App development.

Netherlands

Proxy in Rotterdam, the Netherlands is an IT company focussing on creating benefit for its customers
using Linux, Unix and Open Source technology.
Founded in 1997, it provides the market with both highly trained engineered and managed Infrastructure
and Storage as a Service solutions (IaaS and StaaS).
Being the first Bareos partner in the BeNeLux, it recognised the product as fitting perfectly in its strategy
of employing open technology.
Proxy offers in-depth experience with the Bareos product in all kind of scenarios, with examples being
vSphere virtualisation, Open Stack and Red Hat products.

Philippines

Our reseller ARM Infinity Technology Solutions Ltd. Co. is an IT consulting firm based in Mandaluyong
City, Philippines, that provides IT Solutions raging from IT Infrastructure Setup, Disaster Recovery and
Data Protection, Website Development and Web Hosting, Systems Analysis and Systems Integration,
Document archiving and warehousing.

Poland

Our reseller Black Rack was founded in 2014. The company's mission is to provide innovative solutions
for small and medium-sized businesses. Thanks to over 5 years experience in working with enterprise
technology-class - Black Rack is able to offer services at the highest level.

The company's offer focuses on: IT services for companies, Proxmox VE and Bareos implementation &
support.

Portugal

Eurotux Informática S.A. is a company specializing in planning, integrating and implementing information
technology systems, providing IT solutions developed according to the clients’ needs. The technologies
used include everything from Open Source products, inherently transparent, reliable, high performance,
and preferred from the company’s onset, to proprietary products.

Russia

Our reseller Softline is a leading global IT service and solution provider operating in different markets all
around the world including Russia and CIS, Latin America, India and Asia. Services include end-to-end
technology solutions, software licensing, hardware products and services.

South Korea

Korea Cyber Tech Inc. is an IT company based in Seoul, South Korea. They offer the data protection
technical consultation services as well as resell and provide technical support on Backup, DR and HA
software solutions to Korean SMBs and Enterprise customers. They offer more than 20 years of
experience in this field.

Switzerland and France

Established in Switzerland since 1998, Ioda-Net Sàrl based in Vellerat, canton Jura, is offering quality
services to SMB market.
Computers & servers maintenance
Advices & Expertise on software selection
Web based & business applications development
Website development and hosting
Database & Geographic solutions
Backup & Archiving
After being a large user of open-source software, Bruno Friedmann is getting more and more involved in
different open-source projects. Françoise Wybrecht leading the logistic and planning part.
Ioda-Net is now a fully dedicated "open source IT services company" for You, your healthy data, efficient
production, secured privacy and pleasure.

RealStuff Informatik AG originated in 1999 from a Swisscom spin-off and over time has developed into a
leading and independent IT business in the environments of infrastructure and service management,
technology consulting and employee leasing in Berne.

Spain

Admitelsa S.L (Grupo CSR Online) is a Bareos reseller based in Barcelona. CSR Online provides
integration services for clouds and data centers since 2006.

Since its foundation in 2008, ITechGrup is a market leader in Information and Communications
Technology (ICT). The amount of value provided by our multidisciplinary teams, for their knowledge,
certification and experience in different sectors, make projects and their management carried out with
talent. ITechGrup is located in a halfway space between big and micro ICT companies. In this way,
ITechGrup becomes an encounter and collaborative point between ICT companies. In this context of
collaboration, flexibility, proximity and good practices are our priority.

Taiwan

Established in Taiwan (ROC) since 2005, Creasys is good at design and providing information technology
solutions, and has abundant project experience. Creasys provides advices and expertise on web based
solutions, Windows applications, mobile apps and data protection mechanisms. Customers of Creasys
include government and top 100 corporations.

USA

Ace Computers is a leading provider of information technology solutions and one of the Top 100 Custom
System Builders in the U.S. The federal government; Fortune 500 corporations; educational institutions;
and state and local governments rely on Ace Computers to meet their technology challenges with
intelligent solutions.
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